
 Directions

Ingredients Included

Unsalted Butter 50g, Milk 10ml , 50℃ Water (some)
You will need

Oven, Microwave Oven, Refrigerator, Microwaveable
Container, Mixing Bowls (1 Large, 1 Small),
Silicon Spatula, Measuring Spoons, Kitchen Scale,
Baking Paper, Plastic Wrap,Rolling Pin, Small Plate,
Wire Rack, Knife, Chopping Board, Scissors, Plate

Utensils

Cookie Mix 130g, Chocolate Pen 9g,
White Chocolate Pen 9g, Dried Cranberry 3g,
Spoon-shaped Mould (9cm) 1 pc, Gift Bag with
Ribbon 10 sets

Spoon-shaped Cookies Kit 

4934761809236            

自製匙羹曲奇    

HK$80

 ※ Keep at room temperature and consume as soon as possible.

Mix the melted butter, milk, cookie mix in a large 
mixing bowl by spatula until it becomes smooth.

1 Take out the dough from the freezer. Cut it with the 
spoon-shaped mould. 

4

Cool the cookies on a wire rack.6

Place a baking paper on baking tray. Put each 
dough 1 cm apart on the baking paper. (12 pieces 
can be placed on each baking tray). Bake at 170℃
for 11-14 minutes until the surface turns golden 
brown. Repeat step 2-5 for the remaining dough. 
Total 20pcs cookies can be made.
*Baking time varies as per different oven model. 
Please adjust accordingly

5Wrap the dough by plastic wrap. Roll the dough to 
4mm thickness with a rolling pin. Put it into the 
freezer for around 10 minutes. 

2

Take out the baking tray from the oven. Preheat the 
oven to 170℃.

3

[Cookie]

Soften the chocolate pen by putting it into 50℃ hot 
water for 3 minutes. (Using hot water higher than 
50 ℃ may deform the pen package)

7

Wrap in gift bags and tie with ribbons.9

Dry the pen and cut the tip with scissors. Garnish 
the cookies by chocolate pen and dried cranberry. 
Then put the cookies into the refrigerator for 5 
minutes until they become solidified. 
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[Garnishing]

pcs20Preparation
Time mins70

Chocolate
Pen Cranberry

Cookie Mix
Mi lk Melted Butter

Oven 

Preparat ion
1.  Place the mi lk at  room temperature.
2.   Melt  the butter in a container sealed
     wi th plast ic wrap by microwave oven
     at  500W for 50 seconds.
3.   Cut the dr ied cranberry into smal l
     p ieces and set aside on a smal l  p late.
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